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In response to reports that Iran has surpassed the enriched uranium stockpile limit set by
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), or Iran nuclear deal, Jamal Abdi, President of
the National Iranian American Council, released the following statement:

“The consequences of President Trump’s abandonment of the Iran nuclear deal
continue  to  mount.  Less  than  two  weeks  after  the  “maximum  pressure”
campaign nearly brought the U.S. into war, Iran has now exceeded nuclear
stockpile  limits  that  had  been  in  place  before  Trump  took  office.  President
Trump inherited a successful nuclear deal and, with the goading of Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo and National Security Advisor John Bolton, shredded that
agreement with no serious endgame in place besides war.

“Thanks to Iran’s continued voluntary adherence to other provisions in the
nuclear  deal,  Iran  remains  far  from  an  undetectable  nuclear  breakout
capability. Yet the further fraying of the nuclear deal is a setback for those who
support  diplomatic  solutions  to  the  standoff  with  Iran,  and  risks  providing
fodder for hawks like National Security Advisor John Bolton who are eager for
military action.

“Make no mistake:  the  Trump administration’s  approach towards  Iran  has
senselessly and recklessly restarted the Iranian nuclear crisis.  The goal  of
hawks like Bolton has from the get-go been to collapse the deal, and according
to recent reports Bolton is now seeking even more aggressive sanctions to
goad Iran towards this end.

“When you’re in a hole, the best advice is to stop digging. Returning the U.S. to
compliance  with  the  nuclear  deal  would  be  the  best  way  to  reverse  the
damage  of  Trump’s  withdrawal.  At  minimum,  Trump  should  suspend  the
“maximum  pressure”  sanctions  in  exchange  for  Iran  suspending  recent
breaches of the nuclear deal and to allow space for negotiations. The top
priority  of  the  Trump  Administration  should  be  to  reopen  communication
channels with Iran and engage in serious talks. Unless and until he does so, the
U.S. and Iran will remain on the path to war.”
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